Common Core Knowledge Bases Learning Goals

**Speech: Toxicology (BS)**
- **Speech: Toxicology (BS)**
  - **Catholic/Vincentian Mission**
    - Vincentian value of respect
  - **Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior**
    - Individual behavior in various contexts
      - Interaction/effects on society
  - **Cultural, literary, aesthetic global traditions**
    - Across cultures
      - Literary-cultural contexts
      - Interactions: language & contemporary cultures

**Speech: Physician’s Assistant (BS) Clinical Experience**
- **Speech: Physician’s Assistant (BS) Clinical Experience**
  - **Catholic/Vincentian Mission**
    - Vincentian value of respect
  - **Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior**
    - Individual behavior in various contexts
      - Interaction/effects on society
  - **Cultural, literary, aesthetic global traditions**
    - Across cultures
      - Literary-cultural contexts
      - Interactions: language & contemporary cultures

**Speech: Pharm.D.**
- **Speech: Pharm.D.**
  - **Catholic/Vincentian Mission**
    - Vincentian value of respect
  - **Social/Psychological dimensions of human behavior**
    - Individual behavior in various contexts
      - Interaction/effects on society
  - **Cultural, literary, aesthetic global traditions**
    - Across cultures
      - Literary-cultural contexts
      - Interactions: language & contemporary cultures